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Abstract
Conflict resolution algorithms (eRA) for broadcast communications have become increasingly
popular since the work of Capetanakis as well as Tsybakov and Mikhailov (CfM-algorithm). In
this paper we consider a class of CfM algorithms for which a common recurrence equation for
the expected length of the conflict resolution interval is found. An analysis of the equation is the
primary goal of this paper. A closed fonn expression for the solution of the recurrence is given.
Then we present an asymptotic approximation of it. In addition, we solve a functional equation
associated with the recurrence and study a small value as well as an asymptotic approximation of
the solution. Finally. we apply these approximations to compute maximum throughput of some
eRA algorithms. We also point out that the studies are not only restricted to analysis of CRA
algorithms, and a wide class of algorithms might be investigated by the proposed recurrence
equation.
Categories and Subject Descriptions: CA [performance of Systems]: Model Techniques: 0.4.8
[Operating Systems]: Perfonnance: Queueing theory; F2.2 [Analysis of Algorithms and
Problem Complexity]: Nonnumerical algorithms and Problems: - computations on discrete
structures.
General Terms: Perfonnance. Theory, Algorithms
Additional Key Words and Phases: Conflict resolution algorithms, recurrence equation,
asymptotic approximation, performance analysis.
1. INTRODUCTION
In a broadcast packet-switching network a finite or infinite number of users share a common
communication channel. If DO central coordination is provided, then packet collisions are inevit-
able. The problem is to find an efficient algorithm for retransmitting conflicting packets. A
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variety of conflict resolution algorithms (eRA) have become more and more popular since the
work ofCapetanakis [3] [4] as well as Tsybakov and Mikhailov [16] [17]. The common assump-
tions specifying the environment are:
infinite number of users
a single, error-free channel is available
the channel time is slotted, and a slot duration is equal to a packet transmission time
propagation delay is negligible
the users are identical
at the end of any slot each user can determine a status of the slot, that is, with a binary
feedback channel a user distinguishes only between collision and no collision (
something/nothing), and with ternary feedback cJumnel a user recognizes idle, success
or collision slot
The basic idea of eRA is to solve each conflict through a conflict resolution interval (CR!).
In such an interval a conflict of multiplicity n is partitioned into conflicts of multiplicity smaller
or equal to n. and this process is continued as long as n conflicts of multiplicity one (success) are
reached. The partition can be made on the basis of a random variable [3] [4], [13], [16] or on the
basis of the time when the user became active [1], [6], [17]. Many modifications of the basic
algorithm are possible depending on the additional information acquired during a CRI [2] [9]
[10] [12] [13] (for more details see also next section).
The average and higher momen,ts of a CRI length are an important information needed to
determine the maximum throughput lUld to compute other issues characterizing the algorithms. It
is proved that the expected CRI length satisfies a linear recurrence equation [9] ,[13] which has a
common fonn for a class of CRA algorithms. Each algorithm in that class is modelled by this
equation with an appropriate additive) JeIlQ. Although we restrict our consideratiom to CRA algo-
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rithms. there are many other algorithms in the computer science field which might be analyzed by
this recurrence. Therefore, study of the recurrence equation is the primary goal of this work.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we describe three eRA algorithms
which are considered as motivating examples for studies of a linear recurrence equation in Sec-
tion 3. To cover a wide class of algorithms (in particular eRA algorithms) we assume that an
additive term in the equation is any sequence of numbers. Under such an assumption we solve the
recurrence and present an asymptotic approximation of it In addition, for some cases we find a
solution of the functional equation for the generating function associated with the recurrence.
Then, a small value and asymptotic approximation for the generating function is presented.
Finally, in Section 4 we apply the studies to throughput analysis of the three algorithms discussed
in Section 2.
Previous analysis of CRA algorithms was mainly restricted either to direct numerical com-
putations of the basic recurrence [1], [2], [12], [16], [17] or to analytical solution and asymptotic
approximation of a given recurrence describing a conflict resolution algorithm [5], [9], [13]. We
extend these analyses in the sense that a class of CRA algorithms is studied through a common
recurrence equation.
2. CONFLICT RESOLUTION ALGORITHMS (CRA)
In this section we shortly describe three CRA algorithms, which are considered as motivat-
ing examples for general studies of Se(:tion 3. The first algorithm presented here is static V-ary
tree algorithm with arbitrary biased coins and binary feedback [13], i.e., it is a generalization of
Capetanakis-Tsybakov-Mikhailov (CfM) algorithm [3], [4], [16J with asymmetric tree. We call
it, in short, a CTM-algorithm with V-Ary asymmetric tree. Next we discuss static modified V-ary
tree algorithm with arbitrary coins aJ¥1 ternary feedback, which is called here modified CTM-
algorithm with V-ary asymmetric tree. Por both algorithms a collision is partitioned on the basis
of a random variable ( stack-type al$Orithms) in the contrary to the third discussed algoritJun
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where a partition of a collision is made on the basis of the time when the user became active (
interval-searching algorithm [6], [17]). More precisely, the last algoritlun is a dynamic V-aT)' tree
algorithm with multibit OR-cluJnnel overhead and binary feedback, called here interval searching
algorithm (abbreviated ISA) with multibit overhead.
2.1 CTM-algorithm with V-aTY asymmetric tree
We assume a binary feedback channel and blocked-access protocol [12], [13], that is, a user
recognizes only collision/no collision, and new packets remains blocked until the current conflict
resolution interval (CRI) terminates. Then, the algorithm works as follows:
i) Whenever a user becomes active it tries to transmit a packet in the next slot The access
protocol specifies who is allowed to do so.
ii) Each active user maintains a conceptual global stack, and at each slot-end it specifies its
position in the stack according to the following procedure:
1. All users at level 0 are allowed to transmit their packets in the nearest slot
2. If it was not a collision slot, then a user becomes inactive and all other users decrease
their slack level by 1.
3. If it was a collision slot, then all users at stack level i >= 1 change to level i + V·l.
The users at level 0 are randomly split into V groups and they are placed at 0,1,...
,V-1 levels. The partition is made on the basis of a random variable, that is, each user
at level zero selects randomly and independently of the other active users an integer in
the range [0, V-I] with probabilities P I, Pz,· .. ,Pv. respectively.
iii) This algorithm is repeated as long as the initial conflict is resolved. To know when the ori-
ginal collision is solved each user has a counter which is set initially to zero. incremented
by V-I for each collision and decremented by one for any non-eollision slot. When the
counter is decremented to -I, ~n the original collision is resolved, and the counter is
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zeroed again.
This algorithm is summarized below in the procedure RESOLVE, which is activated at each user
at the end of any slot
procedure RESOLVE (V: integer; var top: integer; M: array [l..max: integer] ofinteger);
{M represents global stack, and M(i) conlains the number of packets at level i; cOWlter is a global variable
which indicates when a conflict is resolved; RANDOM is a procedure which returns a random number in




ifM(O) = 0 or M(O) == 1 then begin
collision: == false; counter: == counter - 1;
for i: == 1 to top do M(i-l):=M(i); top:=top-l
end
else begin
collision: == true: counter: = counter + V-I;
for i=l to top do M(i+V-l):=M(i); top:=lop+V-I
end
if counter = -1 then cQunter:=O {conflict resolved,reslan counter}
else begin






To analyze the algorithm let Nt denote the number of users traruimitting at the first slot of
the k-th CRI. We call N,I;: multiplicity of the k-th conflict, and we omit the index k when no COD-
fusion can arise. Assume now N=n, then by Ln. ( random variable) we denote the conditional
length of a CRI with multiplicity n. and by Ii i = 1,2•...• V J II+12+" .+Iv = n we define the,
number of packets at level i-I in the global stack after random distribution of the collision.
Then, the algorithm implies that
Ln.=! n =0,1




Pr{Il=hJ2=h.···,Iv=hIN=n}= . to " • r pfpJi···pv.










and Lfl = E {LNI N = n} • then by (1) and (2) the conditional average length ofeRI ,L". satisfies
the following recurrence
Lo=Lt=l
L.=I+ L [j )pi'p{' ... p,i"(Lj,+Lj,+ ... +Lj,,)
J
where the sum is over allj=U l, ... ,jv) such that j 1+ i2+" .+ jv = n.
(3)
To detennine the maximum throughput of the algorithm, Amax, note that Nk is a Markov
chain [5], [16]. Then, by Pakes condition [14] the process {Nk ,k2:0} is ergodic if
lim supE {NA:+1- Nk INk = n} < O. Bu~ ENk+1='AELN~' where).. is the input rate of new packets
.~~




then the condition is satisfied and the ~1gorithm is stable.
(4)
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2.2 Modified CTM algorithm with V-ary asymmetric tree
The basic collision resolution mechanism is the same as described above except that ter-
nary feedback is assumed. Note now that if after a collision 11 = 12= ... = Iv-I = 0, ( the next V-I
slots are empty ). then the next slot must contain a collision ( Iv > 1 ). This can be simply
avoided if after V-I consecutive empty slots following a collision slot we immediately activate






/I - 1+L1, +LL+ ... +41' otherwise
and the recurrence for Ln. becomes
L o=L{=1
L.=l-pD+L ~Jpj·...P;(Lh+Lj,+ ... +Lfr) n;,2
J
(5)
The main difference between (3) and (5) lies in the first additive term. of the linear recurrences (3)
and (5) for n :2 2. Moreover, the same analysis as before shows that the algorithm is stable if
A. < "-max, where A.max is computed as in (4).
23 Interval-searching algorithm with multibit overhead
In that case we assume binary feedback channel and Poisson arrival of new packets. The
algorithm combines interval-searching strategy - introduced by Gallager [6] and Tsybakov-
Mikhailov [17] - with V-ary symmetric voting mechanism employed by dedicating a small frac-
tion of the channel capacity to feedback overhead. More precisely, each channel slot consists of
two parts: the first one corresponds to data packet transmission, and the second part is composed
of V minislots. A minislot is capable of carrying at least one bit of information. Equivalently, we
may assume that a packet contains a standard data packet and V-bit subfield used for overhead
purposes. By ~ we denote the ratio of V minislots duration and data packet transmission time.
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Each time a user transmits a data packet, he also sends a pulse in one of the V minislots • and the
algorithm specifies which minislot is chosen.
TIlls is an interval-searching algorithm what means that the partition of a collision is made
on the basis of time when users became active. At each step the algorithm marks a subset ( an
interval) of time axis called enabled interval (EI), and-packets which fall in it are transmitted in
the next slot together with pulses in appropriate minislots. The duration of the subset depends on
the past outcome of the channel.
More precisely. access to the channel is controlled by a window based on the current packet
age and content of minislots (something/nothing) of the current slot. Let Sj denote the starting
point for i -th EI, and tj is corresponding starting point for the conflict resolution interval (eRI). A
conflict is solved if all packets which fall into the initial EI are successfully sent in the
corresponding CR!. Initially, the enabled interval is set to be [sj.min{sj+x .ti}). where x is a con-
stant which will be further optimized. This EI is also divided into V identical parts, say
El 1.E/2•.. . ,E/v , and packets which fall into E/1.l=1.2•..•V, send a pulse in the l-th ministot. If
at most one packet falls in the initial EI, then the conflict resolution interval ends immediately.
and Sj+i=8j+min{x .tj-sil. Otherwise, the first nonempty minislot is found. say the 1* -tho and the
algorithm skip over 1*'-1 parts of the EI, inspecting next the 1* -th part of the EI. The above pro-
cedure is repeated for E1tt-. A CRI that begins with a collision continues until all packets from the
initial EI are successfully sent. Then. the next starting point for EI is computed according to
This algorithm is a slight modification of multibit feedback algorithm discussed in [2] ( see
[2] for more detailed description of the algorithm) • however, our algorithm is FCFS (fist-come-
first-serve). Moreover, contrary to the Gallager-Tsybakov-Mikhailov algorithm [6], [17] we
resolve a whole initial E[ before next EI is analyzed.
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To investigate the algorithm let Nt. Lk denote the multiplicity and the length ofeRI for the
k-th conflict, respectively. Let also Ln=E {O: IN,t =n}. We normalize Lrt with respect to data
packet transmission time. Then, the following recurrence holds
Lo=L,=I+~
LII = l+p+I:Pr{U t =h. U2 =h," "Uy =ivl N=n} (L/1+L/;.+ ...+Ll)
J
where the sum is over all j such thatj 1+h+ ...+ jy = n, and Pr{U 1= j 1," ..• Uv = jy} denotes
the probability of j 1)2,' .. iv arrivals in .the first, second,...• V -th part of a EI J while £;.1 is the
expected length of eRr for Uj-eonfliCL Assuming Poisson arrivals one immediately obtains (as
a consequence of uniform distribution ofevents in a Poisson stream):
Pr{U,=h,U2=jz,···,Uv=ivl N=n}~ ~J (ltV)'
Moreover, according to the algorithm rule it is clear that
Then, after some algebra one finds
,
L, ~ (1 +~)(l-Vq')+ V ~
j=o
wherep = ltv andq = I-p.
fnJ i '-iL-L; p q }
(6)
More sophisticated analysis is necessary to determine the maximum throughput of the algo-
rithm. It follows from the fact that Nt is not longer a Markov chain. Fortunately, it is proved [2],
<kf
[17] that so called transmission lag, T,to defined as T,t = t,t-SA: is a Markov process with condnu-
ous state-space and discrete time. Then, by Tweedie's condition [18] the process is ergodic if
E {TA:+1- TA: I T.t~ t}< 0 for t~t* • t'" hi a finite real number. But, one can show that [2], [17]
E{T'+l-T,1 T,>x}=E{L'! T,h}-x (7)
On the other hand, {TA:~.x} implies tl1~t the length of the k -th enabled interval EI is equal to x,
so the average number of arrivals in this interval, J.1, is equal to J.1 = Ax, where A. is the arrival rate
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for the Poisson process. By (7) the following condition x> E{Lkl T,l;=x}=E{LI EI =x} is
sufficient for ergodicity and the maximum throughput of the algorithm is
(8)
Note that F (j..L)e J1 is exponential generating function for L",.
3. A RECURRENCE EQUATION AND SOME APPROXIMATIONS
Generalizing the above three examples we consider a sequence L,P n = 0.1 •... which
satisfies the following recurrence
L o,L 1 - given
(9)
where the sum is over all j such that j I + j 2 +... + jy = n • and V. b. m::;;V are constants, all is a
v




be exponential generating function for Lfl' Then, after some algebra we find the following func-
tional equations for L (z)
m
L(,) - b L L(P,,)exp[(I-pi),j =A (,) -10 -1"
i=l
where A (z) is exponential generating function for all' and
Io=oo+Lo(mb -1)
m




Let us define now a new function H (~);:: L(z )e-z. Multiplying both sides of (10) by e-Z we
find
m
H(z) - b L "(PiZ) = A (z )e-Z -loe-z -ltze-Z
i=l
(12)
TIlls functional equation is suitable for establishing a closed form expression for L,.. Therefore,
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let us introduce a sequence on defined as
Note also that
"'" zl'l ..




Relationship (13) is well known in the combinatorial analysis. In fact, an and an represent so
-called inverse relations [10] .[15] that is, an = all' In [15J a number of inverse relations are
presented. In particular,
(15)
where SMI is Kronecker delta.
Now a closed form solution for Lfl might be established. Define hit as a coefficient in Tay-









However, the relationL(z) = H(z)e-Z implies that
k=O
k > 0 and bl:k*
, h,
L, = n ! L ( -k)'1=0 n .
Moreover, hk+ may be found either fr-om the boundary conditions (Lo. L 1) or from recurrence
equation itself. For example, we may ~f'ply formula
L~. ,1;"'-1 hi
h" = '~I - L -;;(k-;;-''-c:.'"'")r
It-~ • i=O -l.
(17)
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and for b=l (17) becomes h 1= (L 1-L 0), where k*=l. Finally,
[zJ (18)
In some cases we can optimize LII with respect to p. For example, if LrFL I> m=V, b=l,
and at does not depend on p, then it is easy to prove that
LlI=min for all n iff Pi = lIV, i=1,2•...V
what suggests that V-ary symmetric tree is optimal in this case.
Asymptotic approximation
(19)
It should be noted that the equation for LII given by (18) is neither useful for direct compu-
lations of L/I. nor interesting for throughput analysis. It is a consequence of the fact that the factor
(_1)11 leads to numerical instabilities for n > 20, and the fonnula is too complex to derive some
qualitative properties of Ln" However, (18) might be used to establish an asymptotic approxima-
tion for L,. and produce easily verifiable conditions for stability of algorithms ( at least for the
first two algorithms discussed in the previous section ). Therefore. we now deal with asymptotic
analysis of L II for n-:'oo. Naturally, the most difficult to handle is the sum in (18). It is not rea-
sonable to derive an asymptotic approximation for any sequence all' therefore, we restrict a class
of the sequences to all = (; Jell, where c is a constant and r is an integer. Then. all is given by
(15). Note also that the first and the thilQ. term in the numerator of (18) may be considered as spe-
cial cases of the sequence all' namely for r=I,c=l and r=O,c=l, respectively. Concluding,
asymptotic analysis of (18) with all siven by (15) might be easily derived from asymptotic






where L. d j =D, 0::;; dj < I, c is a 9Qosta,nt and r is a non-negative integer. We often write
i=1
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S (n ,r) instead ofS (n ,r ,d,c).
In the further part of this section we focus our attention on (20). For simplicity of the fol-
lowing derivations we consider separately three cases, namely r=O. r=1 and r2:2.
Case r=O. Expanding the reciprocal of the denominator of (20) in a geometric series we find that
D-1 i; (-I)' [nk ] i D-I L [!] (c IT df)'k=2 1=0 J J 5_1
"S(n,O)~ L (-I)'
,too2
[k] c: =D-1 i; (-I)' [~Je' i D-I d: d!>' =
D - L df k=2 1'=Q i=l
;=1
(21)
where the last sum is over all j such that 11 +h +... + jm = l.
Note also that [15]
"Let us define now 41 = c n di.
5=1





Introducing x = n $ and noting that (1 - ~)'" = e -;r; +x 20 (n -1) we may approximate S (n ,0) by
n
T(n,O) =D-1 I: D-1L U] [e-X +x -IJ
1=0 J
But using Mellin transfoIm we find that for x>O [81,[11]




wherer(z) is gamma functioD [8] and the notation Jstands for + I. Then,forRe(z}<O
(c) Tn c-ioo
T(n,O)=D-1 f r(z) I: D-I L [!] n-'$-' ~ f r(z)n:c-'dz (23)
(-312) (:(J J J (-312) D - L dj-l
i=l
since an appropriate geometric series i.s convergent for Re (z) < o.
- 14 -




and evaluating the expression in the square brackets of the above by 1- e-;z. where x = ncp, we
finally approximateS(n+l.1) by T(n+l,l), where
T(n+l,l) =D-1 i; D-'L [! J$[I- e-'](n+1)
1=0 J J
But. by Mellin transform [8], [11]
l-e-x =- J r(z).r-Idz
(-ifl)
hence, manipulating terms of (24) we obtain for Re (z)< 1
T(n+l,l)=-(n+l) J r(z)n:cl-%dz
(-112) D - L d j 1- z
i=1
where an appropriate series in (26) is convergent for Re (z)< 1.
(25)
(26)
Case r ~ 2. We compute S (n+r ,r) instead of Sen ,r). The same procedure as above applied to
S (n ,r) gives formula similar to (24), however, the last sum becomes
Approximating (l_ep)/l. = (l-xln)/1 e-:Z +x 2.O(n-l ) and Doting that
"",-x= J r(z).r-tdz
(V2)
we finally find an approximation T(n.tr ,r) ofS(n+r ,r) where
T(n+r,r)=(,.,.l)' [n~r J J r(z)n:cr-Zdz






To justify the above approximations we prove that
Theorem 1. For all rand n
S(n,r) = T(n ,r)+ 0(1)
Proof The proof is based 00 the idea presented in [9]. We assume that r:::::::2 (for r=O.l the proof is




where the last inequality follows from xe -;r < 1, x> O. Now split the sum over I in (29) into three
n 1= Dn n -In (r+l)10 n ]110 ds- 1 n2 = In nlln (D fa)
and
m
a = I: d[+1
i=l
For 0 ~ 1 < n It we use the first inequalities of (30). Then
where in the last expression we show explicit that ljl depends on j. But, by the above definitions
of ds and $(j), we find that 4lW;;:: d; > d: ' = ep* (n 1) and e-n'Hi) ~ e -11 9.(11.). Therefore,
BI(d,n) < 0 [ n'+le --,'(-,) V-I ~~ V-I f [iJ$'+I(j) ] = 0 (exp [(r+l)ln n - n$* (n I)]
Note that by our choice of n lone finds that (r+l)lo n - n$* (n 1) < 0, so Sl(d,n) < 0 (1).
For 1 > n 2 we use the second ineqQality in (30). Then
-16 -
03(d,n)~O [n' L D-1-1L [/ ] ~Url] < 0[n' L V-I - I d: dr+I]I] =
l~n.; J J la; i=l
o(n'O-n,2a "2/(D-a» = 0 (n '(aiD )/12) = 0 (exp [rio n + nzln (aID)])
and under our choice of nz the exponent is negative, so S3(d,n) is 0 (1).
Finally, for n 1 ::;; I < n 2 we apply discrete version of mean value theorem and arguing as in
[9] we prove that O,(d,n) < 0 (I).
o
By Theorem 1 the evaluation ofS (n ,r) is reduced to computation of T(n ,r). A suitable for-
mula for T(n ,r) is given in the following
Corollary 1. For any n ,and r
where











Proof. By (23), (26) and (28) we find immeIlialely lbat
T(n+r,r) = (-I)' [n~r ] f











[ I+(r-I)/n J= - [1+0 (n-) J
r!
o
The evaluation of the contour integral in (31) is routine: one goes from (a,-iN l ) to
(0 ,iN I) to (Nz.iN 1) to (N z - iN I) to (a,-iN l)in a negative sense. where a = Yz- [2-rr. r ~ o.
For lbe horizontal parts of lbe integral vanish since
- 17 -
Ir(t+iN)] = 0(1 t+iN I t- II.!. e-r-nNl2) [19], while vertical component (N 2• - iN I) decays due to
the factor n r-1-: [8], [19]. Hence, the required integral is minus the sum of residues of the func-
tion under the integral to the right of the vertical line fixed at point a = Ih - [2-r ]+. The function
under integral is analytical except the roots of the denominator and evenwally poles of the





TItis equation is quite difficult to analyze, and only for few isolated values of d may be solved
[5],[11],[13] • and it is proved that the roots of (32) are well separated [5]. Naturally, for k=O we
have z fi = T - 1. Note also that z8= -1 and zJ = acoincide with the poles -I, 0 of the gamma
function, while for r ~ 2 zl-:l:- nonpositilJe integer. Let us denote by gr(z) the function under the
integral. Then
G(n,r)= J gr(z)dz =-[1-r]+resgo(O)-resgr(r-1)- L resgr(zD
(lf2-12-r]') Z;;tQ,r-1
where resg (~) = res g (z). Let us also denote the sum in (33) as fr_l(nc). Then
,-<;
(33)








- f r(z)n'-I~dz r(r-I)
r-I n - m + m




This sum is quite difficult to evaluate. In particular, it turns out [10], [11], [13] that the function
fr-t(n) does not necessary have a limit as n--7OC1 (fluctuating function). Fortunately, for small
value of V f r_l(n) is extremely small and may be safely ignored in practical calculations ( see
also Section 4).
The second tenn in (33) is also eliSY to evaluate for r> I, since
- 18 -
r(r-I)











re'80(-I)=- In(nc)+y-l _ hit)
hd 2hJ
(0)- In(nc)+1 hit)resgl -+ h + 2
d 2h d
where "(=0.57721 is the Euler constant, and
Thus we have shown that
m
h d =- L d j Indj •
i=l
m
hit) = :E d,Ond,)'
i=1
Proposition 1. For any n and r the following holds
o
1 1 h(2)S(n,O)=nc{ n(nc)+y- +_d_
2
+f_l(nc)} __I_+ o (l)
hd 2h d D-m
S(n,I)~nc{ln(n-l)c-IJ+ hl : -foC(n-l)c)}+o(l) (38)
hd 2h d
S(n,r) = (-I)' ~{(r-2)! +f,_I((n-r)c)} + 0(1)
r! h d
Proof. It follows immediately from Theorem 1, Corollary 1 and the above analysis.
o
Formulas (38) might be used to evaluate an asymptotic approximation for
S(n,PNl= ±(-I)' [Z ] PN(k~C'
k=2 D-Ldl
i=l
where PN(k) is a polynomial of k. i.~.
N
PN(k) = :E e,k' •
,=0
where ej are given coefficients. To snow it, note that [11]
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where V}is' Stirling number of second kind. Then,
N , {S}S(n'pN)= L e, L r !S(n,r)
.1'=0 r=O
where S (n ,r) is given in (38).
FunctioTUJ1 equation
To compute maximum tluoughput for ISA with multibit ovemead we must evaluate the
function F(jJ.) which is defined in (8). But F().1)=L(jJ.)e-J1=H().i.) where LOL) is exponential
generating function of Ln.. and H(j.J.) satisfies functional equation (12). Approximations of L(z)
and H(z) might be computed from (38), but a direct solution of (12) gives better insight into the
behavior of the algorithms and produces better approximation. In this subsection, we solve this
function equation for a special case which will be further used to evaluate A.max. for the third a1go~
rithm. Note also that H (J.L) is unconditional average length of CRI. Moreover, many other quan-
tilies of interest might be calculated through H (jJ.). Therefore, an explicit or approximate formula
for H (jJ.) is very important for detailed analysis of the algorithm.
Solution of functional (12) is too ttoublesome in its present form. Therefore, for simplicity
we solve it only for two cases: either we assume m=1 or Pl=P or Pl=P2=··· =Pm=P.
Moreover, instead of finding H(z) we put h(z)=H(z)-Lo (note that now h(O)=O) and (12)
under the above assumption is















Iterating (3a) n -times and letting n --7 DO we find that
h (z )=h* (z)+ i IX' j (p'z )e~P',.., (41)
where h*(z)= lim a k+1h(pk+lz ). Eq.(41) holds if h*(z) exists and the series is convergent.
,~~
By D'Alemben's criterion [8] the latter is satisfied if IX lim f (pk+l z )If (p i:z)< 1. But h (0)=0
,~~
implies f (0) = 0, hence ['Hospital rule shows that the following condition
(42)
is sufficient for the series in (41) to be convergent. If /'(O)#:-O then Clp < 1 implies CODver-
gencein (41). For /'(0)=0 by I 'Hospital rule we show that
(43)
must be satisfied. We prove that
Corollary 2. If P IX= I (0 < P < I) and j "(0)" 0, then (41) is a solution of (39)-(40) for any z
with h* (z )=z (Lr-L o).
Proof By (40a) one shows that 1(0)=0 and /'(0)=0 for pa= 1. Hence by (43) the series is
convergent if P < 1 what is assumed. Moreover. if the series is convergent then
lim a k! (p kz )e-Zpl =0 must be satisfied. Since IX= lip > 1 and / (0)=0 this is equivalent to
,~~
(u =p'z)
lim lX'j(p'z)= lim p-<j(p'z)=, lim I.M=z limj'(O)=O
k-l'oo k-l'oo U-I'O U U-I'O
The last equality holds since /'(0)=0. To prove the formula for h* (z) note that
- 21 -
h*(z)= lim a.k+1h(pk+lz )=z lim h(u) =z h'eD)
.t~oo U,O u
and finding h' (O)=L I-Loone proves the corollary.
o
In Corollary 2 we have restricted our analysis to p ex. = 1 since it is the most interesting case for
us. However, the same idea might be used for p 0.:1- 1.
Formula (41) is not very useful for computation, and - what is most important - it is not
suitable for some approximations. Therefore, we prove




Proof. Note that by (14) f (zp ,I;:)e-%P~ =!(-zp k). Hence the series in (41) with ap = 1 is equal to
"" ... 00 zll co Zll
Lp-kj(-zp')= Lp-k L (-1)'/, -, p"'= L (-1)'/, ,_I
k=O k=O n=2 n. 11=2 n !(l-p )
where the sum s~ with n=2 since 10=/1=0. Formula (45) follows directly from
/(-,)=/(,)e-' and (40a).
o
Equation (44) is very useful for small value approximations, that is, for approximation of H(z)
for z < f, E is small real number. Then
(46)
where M > 2, and M is rather small in~ger. However, for an asymptotic approximation for H (z)
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we need a little more sophisticated analysis.
For the purpose of asymptotic analysis we use (41) and assume that all is given by (15), that
is A (z) = (ZC)' IT !e rc. Note also that (4Oa) may be rewritten in a fonn
f (z )=A (z )-aoa" +Lo(a-I)[e' -z -IJ
Introducing
thf (zet
Fr c = --elC-aO-atZ. r!
we find that
f (z )=F",(z )+Lo(a-I)F 0,1(')
and analysis of (41) is reduced to an asymptotic approximation of the following series
s(z ,r ,e)= i: p-kFr,c(zpl)e-zpl,..
(47)
(48)
Note that ao= a 1=0 for r ~ 2, a 0= 0 for r = 1 and a 0# 0 for r = O. Therefore, three cases must
be considered. We present below detailed analysis for r ~ 2, while for r =0, 1 only some hints
and final results will be given.
Assume r = 2. Then a 0= a 1=0 and one finds
(zc)' ~ •s(z,r,c)=--,- Lpl(r-l)e-zp (I-c)
r. 1-=0
For c = 1 we find immediately
For 0 < c < 1 we use Mellin transform (27) and after some algebra we find
)
Zp~T J r(..r)[z(l-c)y-l-:t dx
s(z,r,c = '1




But the integral is equal to G(z,T,p,l-c) defined in (3Ib) and analyzed by (33). Hence we
immediately find that
ze T VCr -2)1
s("r,c)=---=':--c1:-r
-! { lnV· +f,_I[(,-r)(I-c)]}+O(I)
(I-c)'
forO< c < 1.
For r = 1 we have a 1= zc and a 0= O. Then (48) becomes after some algebra
s (z ,I,e )=zc i [(1- e-Zpl ) _ (1- e-Zpl(l-C)]
.""
Using now Mellin transfoIm as given in (25) we find for 0< c < 1
s(l,c)=-zcp{ I r(x)zl-:<b:_ J r(x)[z(l~~)]-X tb:}
(-112) P - P (-112) P - P
(52)
and for c = 1 the second teon is (52) should be dropped. Thus the problem is reduced to evalua-
tion of G (z ,l,p ,I) and G (z ,l,p ,I-c) (see Eq. (3 Ib» as it was done before.
Finally, for r = 0 a 0= 1 a 1= zc (48) may be transformed into
s (: ,D,c)= i p-t{(l_~c1)[e-:pl(l-c)_l+(l-c)p kz ]- [e-Zpl-1 +p kz }- cp kz [e-Zpl_l]}
.""
Hence, using Mellin transfonns (22) and (25) we may argue as before.
The following proposition summarizes the results
Proposition 2. For z --7 D<I and
(i)c=1
,
s(, ,O,l)~ InV -'p [f 0(' -1)+f -1(')] +0(1)
s("l,l)=,{ In('I~~)+Y+t- ~fo('-I)}+O(1)







z (z ,O,c)= -I-{ c 1n(l- - )+(I-c )In(I-c )+c } +
nV z
z c
V{(l-c)[_1[(I-c)z]-[ _1(Z)-C[ o(z)}- V -I +0(1)
In(l-c)-1 1
z(z,I,c)=zc{ InV V [fO(z-I)-[O(z-I)(I-cnD+O(I)
zc r V(r-2)'
z(z,r,c)~ 1 { I V . +[,_I[(Z -r)(I-c)ll+O(I)
(l-ct- r! n
FIn.lly, by (47) and (41) we nbtain






where s(z,r,c) and s(z,O,l) are computed according to (53) and (54). Summarizing, we have
obtained three formulas which might be used to evaluate H (z): for small values of z (46) is the
most appropriate, for large values of z (53) (54) give good approximations. and for other values
of z we must use (44).
4. APPLICATIONS
In this section we apply formulas (18), (38) and (53). (54) to approximate the average
length of eRI for the previously described algorithms. In addition, we find maximum
throughput for stable eRA algorithms, and we solve some optimization problems.
4.1 CTM algorithm
For, by (3) and (18), withLo=L t = I, b=l, m=V. an. = 1, all =SIIO we find that
L, ~ I +vi (-I)' [~ ] (k~l)
kc2 l-"Lp!
i c.l
Hence, L, ~ I +V[S (n ,I,p,l) - S(n ,O,p,l)], and by (38)
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Then maximum throughput AmaxCP,V) is given by (4) and together with the above we obtain
1 Ln, V




where r I= lim sup [f _l(n)-f o(n-l)]. The value of r I is rather small compared with the lead-
.;~
ing factor in (56), hence in many computations it may be omitted, however, it depends on particu-
tar values of P l .... ,PV (see [13J and Section 4.3). The advantage of such an approximation lies
also in the fact that it gives an insight into the behavior of the algorithm. Moreover, the approxi-
mation is acceptable - even if value of T I is relatively large - from the qualitative point of view
when structured properties of algorithms are studied instead of numerical values of functions
describing the algorithms ( quantitative analysis). Therefore, considering now only leading fac-
tor in (56) we might easily maximized Amu.(p,V) over p and V. In (19) we have proved thatLn,
is minimized for all n if and only ifPi = lIV, i = 1,2,...,V. Then
InV
A"",. (V) = max A"",.(V)=-
p V
and maximizing over V one finds that for V* = e
1
A"",. = max A"",. (V) ~ - ~ 0.3618,
v •
but A"",.(2) = 0.34657 and A"",.(3) =0.36620. Taking into account " on. finds that
Amax(3)=O.36611 which is very closed to the value obtained by approximate formula.
4.2 Modified CTM algorithm
In that case (5) shows that L o= L I;::;:: 1 an = 1 - pU. Hence, by (15) an = -{I - Pvrand
(18) gives
, k(V-Pv)-(l-pv)' -(V-I)




Bu~ L, = I + (V-pv)S(n ,I,p,l) - S(n,O,p,l-pv) - (V-I)S(n,O,p ,I) and
V-Pv-(l-Pv)ln(1-Pv) V
v - V-I +1_I,o(n)+O(I)
- L Pi1nPi
1=1
where I _I,o(n) = (V -1-Pv)1 o(n-I)-(V -1)1 _1(n). Then (4) implies
(57)
where T2= lim sup! _l,O(n). and TZ is much smaller then the leading factor in (57), however, for,-
bigger V r 2 is not negligible from the numerical point of view. Nevertheless, the leading factor
is responsible for qualitative properties of the algorithm. Optimizing it with respect to p we may
prove that (57) is maximized iffPI = P 2 = ... = PV-l = P and Pv satisfy the following equation
(V -Pv)Onp -Inpy + V -2) + Inpv 'In(l-pv) - (V -2)(I-pv)In (I-pv) = 0 (58)
For V=2 numerical solution of (58) yields the single root pz = 0.5825, and Amax(2) is then
0.38126. Direct search over the exact formula for"-ma,; gives 0.5825 and 0.3808 • respectively.
We have found also that (57) is optimized in a set of real numbers for V* = 2.08 with
A.m.x = 3.8208.
4.3 ISA algorithm with rnuItibit overhead
For (6) we must substitute in (9) b=V. m=l, PI =P = IIV. pz =q = I-p. Moreover,
a, ~ (Hfl)[I-Vq'l, a, = - (Itjl)Vp', L o= L 1 ~ Itjl and by (18)
n. k k_p k.-l
L, = (Itjl) + (ltjl)p L (-I) , I' n ~ 0
k.=2 p-p
and by (38)
L, =(1 +~)n I+lnV _M+(ltjl)p I o(n-l)-(ltjl)1 _1(n)+O(I) (59)
InV V-I
Before we present stability analysis let us note that in this case we are able to present expli-




Then. the function!r_l(n) is
(60)
(61)1,-l(n)= /-1 i r(r-I +21Cikl/np)exp [-21tik logpn]
np t=--
..0
= ;2 iRe rcr-I+21Cikllnp)exp[-21tiklogpn]
np k=l
where Re{z) is the real part of z. This function was studied by Knuth [11] (see also [10]). In par-
deuIar, the following properties may be established.
(PI) fr(n)is a periodic functioo oflogpD. Indeed,f,(np)=f,(n).
(P2) f T(n) is bounded. This is proved by using the following properties ofr(z) [8], [19]
Ir(it)I'=1tI(t sinh"'), r(z+l)=zr(z).
(P3) For any fixed a f,(n-a)=fr(n)+O(n- I ), since log(n-a)=logn +log(l-~)=
n
In particular, property (PI) implies thatL,.ln as n ~ 00 does not converge to any point, but
it has a tiny oscillation [10]. In fact, property (P2) tells us how tiny the oscitation is. For exam-
pIe, Knuth [11] has computed that forp=O.5 I _l(n) < 1.725 1O-',p=O.21 _l(n) < 8.5 10-4, how-
ever. forp =1116 f -1 < 0.0032 which is not quite negligible from the numerical point of view.
Maximum throughput A.max for the algorithm is computed according to (8). Note that
F (jl)=H(jl)=h (jl)+L o and h (jl) is a solution of (39) with a=V and p =l/V (ap = 1). But,
H (jl) is given by (44) with!, = (l-t{l)(k - Vp '), thal is
H(jl)=(l+~) [1+ i(_l),(k - Vp';~' ] (62)
.., k!(l-p)
In Table 1 forp = V11024 we compare the optimal value Jlopl ofJl and maximum throughput A.max
found by direct search over (8) with 411 computed according to the recurrence (6), with optimal
value Jl* and A*max evaluated according to (8) and series approximation (62). The table shows
very good accuracy between JloP/'Il''' J~ and A*max' however, it indicates also that optimal
(63)
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value of IJ. lies between 2 and 8 for 4 S V S 16. This implies that neither small value approxima-
tion nor asymptotic approximation may give a good approach of the maximum throughput.
Nevenheless, by (55) H(j!) is H(j!)=I+~+S(j!,O,I-lIV)+S(j!,O,I)+O(l), and using proper-
ties (Pl)- (P3) we find after some algebra
H(j!)=(1 +~)11{(1 +lnV)llnV - V-I rt oO!)-f -1(j!)J) +(I+~)(V-1)//nV + 2(1~)+0 (I)
Using this in (8) and finding supremum over I..l we are able to compute Amax. However, these com-
putation are neither much more simpler than the ones used in (62) (numerical point of view ) nor
they give better insight into the algorithm behavior (qualitative point of view ). But this might be
relaxed if we ignore the fluctuating terms f DOl) and f -1(J.l) which tums out to be much smaller
then the leading factors. This approach is acceptable at least for qualiatative analysis of the algo-





In Table 1 we compare~ with Amax. It suggests that approximation (63) is acceptable only for
bigger values of V, however, the advantage of (63) lies in its simplicity.
Table 1
V 1l0Dt 1."., 11' A' ~~
4 2.3 0.6144 2.3 0.6144 0.578
8 5.0 0.6870 5.0 0.6870 0.670
16 7.2 0.7456 7.2 0.7456 0.723
In particular, (63) shows the impact of V and ~ on the maximum throughput Moreover, other
quantities of interest may be evaluated through H{J.l.) which represents unconditional average
length ofeRI (see [5]). Then, small value and asymptotic approximations can be used.
- 29-
5. CONCLUSIONS
Three conflict resolution algorithms were considered. Two of them slightly generalized
Capetanakis - Tsybakov - Mikhailov stack algorithm, while the third one is an interval-searching
algorithm with multibit overhead. To analyze them we have introduced a recurrence equation
which was solved (a closed form expression ), and we have presented an asymptotic approxima-
tion for it. In addition, small value and asymptotic approximations for a solution of a functional
equation associated with the recurrence were considered. These general smdies were applied in
Section 4 to evaluate maximum throughput for the three eRA algorithms.
The analysis of Section 3 is not only restricted to throughput evaluation of the above three
conflict resolution algorithms. For example, a class of tree-type eRA algorithms considered in
[10] might be analyzed in a uniform way using the smdies from Section 3. Moreover, more
sophisticated performance evaluation of some eRA algorithms may be done through analysis of
the recurrence and functional analysis introduced in this paper ( see [5], [9], [13]). In addition,
many problems in algorithm design and analysis of computer science field may be reduced to a
solution of recurrence (9),e.g. for radix exchange sorting [11], analysis of tries [7] and so on.
More examples the reader may find in [7] and [11].
APPENDIX
We prove formulas (3Th) and (37c). For (37b) we have to find the residue of
r(,)(ncY-'
go(,)= m
D - L d;~
i=l
(AI)
for z 0= -1. Note that z 0= -1 is a pole of r(z) as well as the zero of the denominator. To handle
it we first determine an expansion ofr(i:') around z = -1. Let w = z+l. Then [8], [19]
r(,+2) = r(, )z(,+I)
r(w+l) = I-')'W +O(w 2)



















where h d = - L d j In d j • To find f 0 we note that
i=1
f 0= lim { [0 -:E di-'J-
t
+~ }.z-H i=1 (z+l)
and
m
Let h fl = L di (In di )'. Then
i=1
The residue at z 0 = -1 is !he coefficient of w-I in the product of (A2), (A3) and (A4), and is
given by (37b).
The proof of (37c) is similar, however, now the following expansions must be considered
r(.)=.-'-y+ 0(.)
(ncrz =1-zInnc+O(z2)
_---:1'-_ = _ .-l/h. +hJ21/2hJ +0(.)m
D - Ld/-z
i=1
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